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The most recent ATLAS searches for TeV-scale 
gravity, for particles with charges up to 60e, 

and for magnetic monopoles.
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June 2016 
Run II

September 2015 - Run I

April 2015 - Run I
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In 2008 offered odds of 666,666,666:1 that 

“there would be no tomorrow”  

Rupert Adams of William Hill said:

4Text taken from a British News Paper, the `Daily Star’, 10th Sept 2008:

"As the end of the world is fairly depressing, we 
have decided to offer punters the opportunity to 
die extremely rich.”



Why the fuss?
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Black Hole Formation
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Gravity is1/r2 and not very strong ?
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~0.01 mm in 2006

~hundreds to billions of km

~9 inches in 1798



Modifications at small scales 
(e.g. extra dimensions) might 
make some theorists happy.
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Black Hole 
of 

Ignorance



Some important ATLAS TeV-scale gravity searches 
which are not covered in this talk:
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arXiv: 1512.02586
December 2015                 Run-II, 13 TeV, 3.6/fb

Search for strong gravity in multijet 
final states produced in pp 

collisions at √s = 13 TeV using the 
ATLAS detector at the LHC

10.1016/j.physletb.2016.01.032

arXiv:1512.0153010.1016/j.physletb.2016.01.032

Search for new phenomena in dijet mass 
and angular distributions from pp   collisions 

at √s=13 TeV with the ATLAS detector

December 2015             Run-II, 13 TeV, 3.6/fb

Excludes, at 95% CL, 
quantum black holes 
with threshold masses 
below 8.3 TeV, 8.1 TeV, 
or 5.3 TeV in three 
different benchmark 
scenarios



ATLAS search for TeV-scale 
gravity signatures in high-mass 
final states with leptons and jets 

with the ATLAS detector at 13 TeV
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arXiv:1606.02265

Run-II, 13 TeV, 3.2/fb

Phys. Lett. B
doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2016.07.030 

Le
pto

n

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.02265
https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2016.07.030
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sum over jets & leptons with pT > 60 GeV.
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No statistically significant excess of 
events seen thus far …
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Real Planck scale 
in 4+n dimensionsThe parameter 

that hides our 
ignorance of 

quantum gravity. 

(Threshold or 
minimum initial 

black-hole mass)



ATLAS search for 
particles with charges 

from 2e to 6e
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Eur.Phys.J. C75 (2015) 362

arXiv: 1504.04188

Run-I, 8 TeV, 20.3/fb

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-015-3534-2
https://arxiv.org/abs/1504.04188
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Rate of loss is proportional to square of particle charge. 
Mild dependence on other factors (e.g. more loss at low    ).

Energy lost (per unit length) by a particle of charge z  
and speed       traversing a medium containing nuclei with A 

nucleons and Z protons follows Bethe formula:

So, build search for highly charged* particles from            .

* and/or slow particles, so long as still “in-time”.

The plan ….
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MDT
Each part of S above has a value that 

depends on the part of the detector it was 
measured in. So have three variants of S.

used in `final selection’ 
for  

background estimation

define 
`tight’ 

selectionFraction of TRT hits that are 
above the “High Threshold”

dE/dx “significance” S, and            .,
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`Tight’ Selection

`Final’ Selection



Tailoring search to size of charge 
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`Tight’ Selection `Tight’ Selection

S (pixel dE/dx) is a powerful discriminator for particles with z = 2. The tight signal region is 
defined to be the region with significance greater than 17. For higher values of z, the pixel 
readout saturates and the charge information for a particular pixel is lost. Therefore, to search 
for particles with z ≥ 3,                           is used as a discriminating variable instead. 



`Tight’ Selection

`Final’ Selection

How may uninteresting events are 
expected to pass final selection? 
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Tracks from potential 
signal with mass 600 

GeV and z=2

Data tracks passing 
tight selection



Alas, no events seen!
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So, limits are set:
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Theoretical cross-sections, and observed 95%-confidence upper limits on cross-sections 
for MCP (multi-charged particle) production. 

Curves are shown as functions of the mass of the MCP for values of z between 2 and 6.

“Theory prediction” assumes a 
purely electromagnetic coupling, 
proportional to the electric charge 
of the MCPs. In this model, MCPs 
are produced in pairs via the 
Drell–Yan (DY) process, with only 
photon exchange included. 



Present and Future
Run I, 8 TeV analysis 
excludes MCP masses 
below 650-800 GeV 
(charge dependent):

Run II at 13 TeV:  
• for same mass, MCPs tend to be faster in 13 TeV 

running compared to 8 TeV so expect gain in muon 
trigger efficiency, 

• late-muon trigger (2017?), 
• insertable B-Layer installed. 
Preliminary sensitivity estimates with 2015 and 2016 
projected datasets indicate limits could be in range 
900-1100 GeV (charge dependent).
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ATLAS search for 
particles with charges 

from 10e to 60e
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Phys. Rev. D 93, 052009 (2016)

arXiv:1509.08059

Run-I, 8 TeV, 7/fb

http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.052009
http://arxiv.org/abs/1509.08059


ATLAS search for 
particles with charges 

from 10e to 60e
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Phys. Rev. D 93, 052009 (2016)

arXiv:1509.08059

Run-I, 8 TeV, 7/fb

Monopoles



… not these …
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Dirac condition:*

Magnetic Monopoles

29* (given some unspecified assumptions about units and the size of the smallest quanta of electric charge)

Equivalently:
Moving electric charge creates magnetic fields in addition to its own electric field.

Moving magnetic monopole creates electric fields in addition to its own magnetic field. 
(necessitates modified Bethe-Bloch to account for velocity dependent Lorentz force, monopole acceleration in ID solenoid magnetic field) 

Nonetheless: to first order Monopoles traversing 
matter look like VERY HIGHLY CHARGED 

particles creating a lot of ionisation.
Q-balls?   Strange matter?    Stable Black Hole Remnants?



Can’t use previous search:
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Super highly charged particles will not 
 traverse much of the detector. 

Ionisation losses will bring them to a halt! 



Instead, must look for:
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• significant ionisation in TRT 
• large energy deposit in first layer of E-M 

calorimeter 
• little energy deposited further out 
• little `energy dispersion’ (w)

Bremsstrahlung and electron-positron pair creation is 
negligible for “heavily ionising particle” (HIP) so expect energy 
deposit in eCal to be narrower than from electron or photon.



Dedicated HIP trigger
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Trigger “fires” if Region-of-Interest has:

• 18-20 GeV in first layer of E-M Calorimeter 
• less than 1 GeV in hadron Calorimeter 
• at least 20 high-threshold TRT hits 
• at least 1/3 of TRT hits being high-threshold

ATLAS developed dedicated “stopping HIP” 
trigger for 8 TeV running.
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Multijet processes (not simulated) are responsible 
for most of the candidates observed in data. 



Alas, no event seen!
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(again)
This results in an upper limit on the number of signal events of 3.0 at 95% confidence level in the data sample.
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Spin-1/2 
HIP

Spin-0 
HIP

Magnetic Monopole Generic HIP95% CL Cross 
Section Limits



Future monopole plans

• Run-II (13 TeV) work is in progress 

• Hope to address electric charges up to 100e and 
magnetic charges up to 3 gD
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Also not 
found in 
ATLAS



The End
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Fort Saint George pub in 
Cambridge (UK). 

Built in 16th Century. 

150% older than Chicago,  
but a lot smaller.



Back up slides
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Aberdeen Evening Express

Aberdeen Evening Express 

September 10, 2008 Wednesday 

'Doomsday machine' starts up 

BYLINE: Albert Innes 

SECTION: AGENCY; PA; home; Pg. 8 

LENGTH: 164 words 

SCIENTISTS hoping to unlock secrets of the universe today turned on a machine that some critics fear could cause the end of the world. 
The £5 billion Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will smash protons one of the building blocks of matter - into each other at energies up to seven 
times greater than any achieved before. 
Scientists expect to reproduce conditions that existed during the first billionth of a second after the Big Bang at the birth of the universe. 
The LHC built under the Alps, could help scientists explain mass, gravity, mysterious "dark matter" and even create mini-black holes that blink 
in and out of existence in a fraction of a second. 
But concerns have been voiced - in particular by German chemist Professor Otto Rossler - that black holes created by the LHC will grow 
uncontrollably and "eat the planet from the inside". 
But those involved in the project insist they have reviewed all the evidence and concluded that it poses no risk to the universe. 
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British Press
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Credits

• Some slide ideas are from Teresa Lenz.
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